
Rides
Where: Sideshow Alley (E-10, G-7) and Kids 
Carnival (Q-15, R-14) 
Experience the thrills and excitement of the Ekka with two adrenaline-
charged carnival precincts. 

Serious adrenaline junkies should head to Sideshow Alley, while the 
little daredevils are guaranteed a fun-filled time at the Kids Carnival. 

Remember, Super Ride Tuesday is back for the third year, with 2 for 1 
rides between 10am and 5pm on August 14.  

New in 2018 
XSCREAM  Soundwave
New to Australia this year, XSCREAM Soundwave is the closest thing 
you’ll find to a Sideshow Alley nightclub!

With bright flashing lights, lasers and the latest music tunes pumping, 
riders will experience varying levels of g-force as this spinning 
sensation rocks them around. 

The ride features nine cars that spin freely over four humps on a 
moving platform - they’ll spin, rise, fall and accelerate fast, all while the 
ride itself rotates. 

Each car holds five people, so this ride is perfect for groups. 

Dragon Castle
Australia’s newest spooky attraction is sure to scare the socks off even 
the bravest riders at Ekka. 

Newly manufactured in Europe, the Dragon Castle ghost train features 
seven gruesome carts to transport those who dare through two levels 
of frights. 

Along the creepy journey they’ll encounter crazed criminals, mad 
scientists and plenty of blood and gore! 

The 21 metre wide, 10 metre high Dragon Castle comes with the latest 
in hi-tech animated, visual and audio spooky effects.  

Returning favourites 

The Beast
True to its name, The Beast is the largest travelling ride in the Southern 
Hemisphere – it’s 25 metres tall with a swing of 45 metres high and 
weighs a whopping 86 tonnes. 

It’s bound to get even the seasoned adrenaline junkie screaming as 
it swings back and forth like a pendulum, getting higher and higher, 
reaching speeds of 120km an hour!  

Jumbo Flying Elephants
It’s jumbo sized fun as the little adventurers enjoy a fun flight on their 
very own flying elephant. They control just how high they go as they fly 
around and around.

Freak Out
This ride is not for the faint hearted. Thrill seekers will literally be 
freaking out as the ride swings and rotates up to the sky with its long 
swinging arm and surround sound music. 

Break Dance 
It’s time to bust a move as riders spin around to the hottest beats in 
Sideshow Alley. This feature attraction is loved by people of all ages, 
from teenagers to adults. 

Euro Slide  
It’s the biggest slide in the southern hemisphere! Ekka goers will have a 
smile on their face as gravity pulls them down the eight lane, 48 metre 
bumpy slide. 

Royal Double Decker Carousel  
This truly breathtaking experience is something children and families 
will love. The Double Decker Carousel is a ride like no other giving 
people the chance to feel like royalty while on the magical ride.

Speed 2
Reaching speeds of 120km an hour, Speed 2 rotates at more than 10 
revolutions per minute - the definition of a thrill ride! 

Crazy Spinning Coaster
The only spinning roller coaster in Australia - riders will start on an 
adventure of turns and steep drops. Adding to the fun, the riders’ 
individual cars will begin spinning as they travel down the track. 

Showbags 
Where: Triple M Showbag Pavilion (D-8) 
From the classic Bertie Beetle to bags filled with toys, there are more 
than 360 types of showbags to choose from at Ekka. 

That’s a big difference from the very first show in 1876 when there was 
just one showbag - a bag of coal! 

Selection of new showbags 
n Showpo - $28

n Miss Coco - $30 

n Nude by Nature - $26 

n Roxy - $30 

n Allen’s Pick n mix - 2x lolly selections for $12 or 4x lolly selections 
for $20

n NYX Professional Makeup - $25

n Australis Cosmetics - $25

n Sasy n Sasy - $25

n Shimmer and Shine - $26

n Pusheen - $28 

n Spirit State ‘Studio’ Fitness Pack - $30

n Spirit State ‘Girl’ Fitness Pack - $28

n Girls Night In Pamper Pack - $28

n Love to Squish Bag $15 

n Slime Bag - $10 

n Jurassic World Bag - $28 

Selection of returning favourites 
n Stella Athletic - $28 

n Cosmo - $25

n Elle - $25

n MKR - $22

n Better Homes & Gardens Magazine - $16

n Marie Claire Magazine - $28

n Girlfriend Magazine - $26 

n L.O.L Surprise - $28 

n PJ Masks - $28 

n Unicorn - $28 

n Slime Zone - $10 

n Spirit State Ultimate Fitness Pack - $30

n Athletica ‘Limited Edition’ Fitness Pack - $30

n DB Cosmetics Beauty Bag - $22
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